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The last act.This is the tenth and last of Virginia Woolf s novels
Of the other nine, I read the two most famous ones some years
ago the rest I ve read in the last three months, which makes
eight in a row, non stop I feel as if I ve attended a series of
plays, each with a differently decorated set and its own cast of
characters but each sharing themes, locations and character
types with the others There are even characters who appear in
than one of the works Clarissa Dalloway and her husband
Richard have roles in the very first book, The Voyage Out, as
well as being central to Mrs Dalloway I mention them because
there is a character in Between the Acts called Giles who
resembles Richard Dalloway and who highlights a theme that
occurs in the first book, the middle book, Orlando, and the last
book It is a theme that is or less absent from all of the other
books, but in this final book, written just before Woolf gave in to
the powerful death drive she d struggled against all her life, she
makes the most direct references to the theme that is death s
shadow partner the sex drive Sex pervades all the crucial
scenes in Between the Acts.Between the Acts is an enormous
pageant the reader watches a play in which the characters
watch a pageant in which the players watch a play about the
death of the bawdy Restoration Period But the characters
watching the pageant are themselves engaged in a titillating
drama behind the scenes, and are themselves facing the death
of an age the summer day on which the pageant takes place is
in 1939 not long before the outbreak of the war On that day, an
uninvited guest arrives at Pointz Hall where the pageant is
about to take place, a guest who might well be Lady Wishfort
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from William Congreve s Restoration comedy, The Way of the
World vulgar as she was, in her gestures, in her whole person,
over sexed, over dressed for a pageant.And so Mrs Manresa
ogles her way though the household at Pointz Hall, from
Candish, the butler, to Giles, the man of the house, to his
elderly father, Bartholomew And the reader is not passive
either in the face of her pageantry She took the little silver
cream jug and let the smooth fluid curl luxuriously into her
coffee, to which she added a shovelful of brown sugar candy
Sensuously, rhythmically, she stirred the mixture round and
round.she looked over her coffee cup at Giles She looked
before she drank Looking was part of drinking Why waste
sensation, she seemed to ask, why waste a single drop that
can be pressed out of this ripe, this melting adorable world
Then she drank And the air around her became threaded with
sensation Bartholomew felt it Giles felt it Had he been a horse,
the thin brown skin would have twitched, as if a fly had settled
Isabella twitched too Jealousy, anger, pierced her skin And
now , said Mrs Manresa, putting down her cup, about this
entertainment this pageant, into which we ve gone and butted
she made it, too, seem ripe like the apricot into which the
wasps were burrowing Tell me, what s it to be Later, Giles tries
to reconnect with his wife Isabel over the dinner table With its
sheaf sliced in four, exposing a white cone, Giles offered his
wife a banana She refused it He stubbed his match on the
plate Out it went with a little fizz in the raspberry juice.However
Isabel is far than a temporarily jealous wife who wonders what
went on in the greenhouse between the acts She herself is a
very sexual being and carries all the oppositions of this
contradictory work within her She hears her father in law talk
constantly of the weather, will it rain on the day of the pageant
or will it not, the refrain she s heard now for years, and she
thinks about man and nature, about sex and death, about the
cycle of the seasons, the trees and fields, the things of the
earth that will endure long after she and her kind are gone The
mainspring of the entire work is buried inside Isabel she, not
Giles, not Bartholomew, not Mrs Manresa, is at the centre of
this very clever bookIn June 1940 when she was half way
through writing this book, Woolf wondered if Europe would ever
see June 41 She sent the book to the publisher in March 1941
A few days later, she requested they send it back again as she

felt it needed changes But she couldn t stay around long
enough to make those changes she was not to see June 41
The fire greyed, then glowed, and the tortoiseshell butterfly
beat on the lower pane of the window beat, beat, beat
repeating that if no human being ever came, never, never,
never, the books would be mouldy, the fire out and the
tortoiseshell butterfly dead on the pane. Amazing Book,
Between The Acts By Virginia Woolf This Is Very Good And
Becomes The Main Topic To Read, The Readers Are Very
Takjup And Always Take Inspiration From The Contents Of
The Book Between The Acts, Essay By Virginia Woolf Is Now
On Our Website And You Can Download It By Register What
Are You Waiting For Please Read And Make A Refission For
You The last book that Woolf wrote before she entered the
Ouse, never to return There is a sense of premonition in this
hybrid work a play within a play like inThe Tempestand a novel
of manners with the most British of pedigrees a presage that
the world is never going to be the same, even if people keep
acting as if nothing were the matter The feeling is mostly
portrayed in a global scale because the characters are not
ready to acknowledge it and make it personal, but it can be
perceived in the changing dynamics between members of the
same family, neighbors and acquaintances.The year is 1939,
and the setting is rural Southern England on a summer day
when the Olivers organize the yearly pageant in their cottage,
where all the villagers are invited to attend or to participate The
performance this year takes the form of a journey through the
history of England by means of fragmented scenes with
symbolical meaning, not short of sharp tongued satire, which
transport the audience back to the time of kings and knights, to
Chaucer, the Elizabethan era, the Restoration period, the age
of reason, the decorum of the Victorian time, and finally, to the
present time.An act between two momentous historical events,
WWI and WWII, that symbolizes the continuous farce, the
imposed roles that we perform daily for the sake of others But
what is it that really moves and motivates us Similarly, it is
during the intermissions of the play, that we get access into the
inner worlds of the Olivers, where they survive in constant
contradiction, while they pretend that everything is as pleasant
as it should be Isa and Giles Oliver s marital struggles, the old
Mr Oliver s rational understanding of the escalating tension that

unfolds in front of his alert eyes, his sister s romantic soul that
responds to music and poetry, the unbridgeable gap between
the safety of individual consciousness and the tortuous paths
of love, desire, temptation and jealousy The complexities of
human beings, with their insecurities and weaknesses, and
their inability to communicate with each other, fluctuate in still
movements towards a flowing stream of scenes that compose
the physical and psychical landscape the characters inhabit.By
defining the familiar movements of the Olivers, blended with
their sensations and expectations and their brief snapshots of
life and voices barely delineated, while the fertility of the natural
world at the backstage stares impassibly, facts are brought
about without continuity, shaping a vibrant tableau vivant that is
painted with the impressionistic strokes of a language that
pulsates with the color of emotions present and past Woolf
exposes her characters to their naked reflections, bared of
pretense, and by doing so, she forces the reader to participate
actively in their struggles, to feel the pull of desire against their
moral standards, to acknowledge a broken reality that is sterile
and shattered, whose pieces sparkle under the sunbeams of
an indifferent sun, which continues to rise regardless of the
countless trauma that the human soul deals with every new
day But still, they keep looking up, hoping to find their
lonesome star, which might shine down upon them.Let s keep
looking up, then. Virginia Woolf inserts her gaze into the lives
of her characters there are no introductions, no preambles we
are simply there And her gaze is microscopic She narrates
every last detail about her characters everything is brought to
life in all its shades of grey and ordinariness She does not
comment on her descriptions, but simply provides thorough
detail As such, Between the Acts does not have a beginning
per say or any usual sense of narrative progression The novel
feels like an interlude, an interruption into the lives of her
characters and their preparation for a pageant that would be
happening irrespective of the reader s obtrusive presence In
this sense her fiction feels very real It feels like it is actually
happening Outside the realms of fiction hard to believe such a
place actually exists I know we don t have introductions or
kindly narrators to give us information Things simply happen
We are not pre programmed with a device that allows us to
understand this information in its most desirable form We don t

know who everybody we meet is or what they are doing We
are bombarded with information every second And here, at
least in part, the novel captured this feeling of reality There are
many, many, characters involved in the scenes For such a
short piece of writing, it boasts a large cast But is that a good
thing I found it extremely difficult to remember who was who
Again, none of them are introduced so none of them have any
real substance This is part of Woolf s aim here, and I do
appreciate what she was trying to do, though it meant that the
novel was rather hard to read and even harder to actually enjoy
with its emphasis on descriptive information dumps.It s
experimental writing, and the experiment is just not to my taste
On the surface, Woolf s prose is artistic, eloquent and perhaps
even beautiful Here though, it is mere description although
wonderfully written with little to no substance I will keep reading
Woolf s novels because I know there will be one I adore I just
need to find it. il romanzo che virginia woolf lasci sulla sua
scrivania insieme alle lettere per il marito leonard e la sorella
nessa, quando usc di casa per entrare in un fiume, quello di cui
disse che era troppo sciocco e frivolo per essere pubblicato, in
realt la cosa pi struggente che io abbia letto di suo finora.l
impalpabilit della trama, l esperimento con una scrittura
centripeta che cambia continuamente asse e lo spunto lieve
una compagnia di attori dilettanti che imbastisce uno
spettacolino teatrale in una casa di campagna sembrarono a
woolf inadatti al momento storico drammatico e al suo
drammatico momento interiore, poi ma una frivolezza che
increspa solo la superficie, e quello scollamento finale tra l
autrice e l opera arriva per cause altre, e dopo pi di due anni di
lavoro entusiasta testimoniato da lettere e diari tanto che,
credo, a fargli da contraltare basta la frase pronunciata da uno
dei personaggi a proposito della recita che stanno tirando su, e
applicabile pari pari al romanzo e alla sua mise en ab me o
abyme che dir si voglia la trama c era solo per suscitare
emozioni.cos qui, in un opera colta e fitta di ambivalenze e
simbolismi oltre che di riferimenti nei quali, alla luce di quel che
sarebbe successo di l a poco, difficile non cogliere cupezza di
presagio un opera in cui, come dice il titolo, la materia da
indagare va cercata tra un atto e l altro, negli interstizi in cui si
infila la vita vera come la luce nella crepa in quella famosa
frase di leonard cohen. I have a real sense of regret here with

this final book of Virginia Woolf I personally feel that it should
not have been published The poor woman was mentally
unwell, perhaps due to the strain of writing this final work Who
knows Her permisson had not been given to publish it either
Still many other people love this book and that s the main
thing.This is a fascinating individual who wrote the most superb
Diaries and Letters I love them and they are a great source of
joy to me.In conclusion I would add that I m surprised that a
film has not been made perhaps it has and I am unaware of it
of the final years of Woolf s life It would be fascinating Such
remarkable characters as her sister Vanessa, other members
of the Bloomsbury Group Don t bother with the plot the plot is
nothing.Between the Acts is Virginia Woolf s last novel In the
introduction, Leonard Woolf explains that Virginia had finished
the book, and although some grammar editing was still
needed, at the time of her death, she considered it finished
Only obvious errors were corrected.The story takes place in
June 1939 but was written while WWII was being fought The
story opens before the summer pageant and play at Pointz
Hall, about a three hour train ride from London, if the trains are
running on time to this remote place The house is owned by
Bartholomew Oliver who is retired from the Indian service His
widowed sister, Lucy, lives with him, and she may be showing
signs of dementia His stockbroker son, Giles, and wife, Isa,
also live there they are having problems with their
marriage.The story revolves around the pageant and splits
between the interactions of the Oliver household with visitors at
the pageant and the play being performed One theme that I
found prevalent throughout the story is war The title itself could
be a play on the inter war period with World War I as the first
act and WWII as the second with the characters living in the
intermission Everyone seems to be happy living in isolation
This isolation is also shown in Lucy s reading In England s
prehistory, a land bridge formerly joined England to the
continent Just as Pointz Hall is separated from London,
England is now separated from Europe England is safe and
secure The characters seem oblivious to the impending war
There are, however, very few dissenters Giles sees the whole
pageant as a waste when the country should be preparing for
war Another guest watching the historical play comments how
the army is not mentioned its role is vital to British history

Interestingly, the word war is only mentioned five times in the
entire book, but the symbolism grows throughout the book.The
writing is unmistakably Woolf Her stream of conscious writing is
at its peak The quote I used as a header was a thought Isa had
while watching the play and very much reflects Woolf s writing
What characters are thinking is important than story lines The
color of language also plays a vital role in the writing and as
they trundled they were talking not shaping pellets of
information or handing ideas from one to another, but rolling
words, like sweets on their tongues which as they thinned to
transparency, gave off pink, green, and sweetness He thought
very little of anybody, simple or gentry Leaning, silent,
sardonic, against the door he was like a withered willow, bent
over a stream, all leaves shed, and his eyes the whimsical flow
of the waters.Woolf lets her poetic talent flow through her prose
Several times I stopped and re read passages because the
were just so well written and contained flow and imagery that is
simply sublime Woolf would have given my grammar teachers
fits of rage She uses punctuation for her own purposes
Periods, semicolons, and commas do represent full stop,
partial stop, and pauses, but do not always play by the rules of
sentence formation Like most of Virginia Woolf s novels,
Between the Acts is a difficult read for the reasons I mentioned
above, but like most of her work, it is very well worth reading
Don t bother with the plot the plot is nothing. Between the Acts
is Virginia Woolf s last novel In the introduction, Leonard Woolf
explains that Virginia had finished the book, and although
some grammar editing was still needed, at the time of her
death, she considered it finished Only obvious errors were
corrected The story takes place in June 1939 but was written
while WWII was being fought The story opens before the
summer pageant and play at Pointz Hall, about a three hour
train ride from London, if the trains are running on time to this
remote place The house is owned by Bartholomew Oliver who
is retired from the Indian service His widowed sister, Lucy, lives
with him, and she may be showing signs of dementia His
stockbroker son, Giles, and wife, Isa, also live there they are
having problems with their marriage The story revolves around
the pageant and splits between the interactions of the Oliver
household with visitors at the pageant and the play being
performed One theme that I found prevalent throughout the

story is war The title itself could be a play on the inter war
period with World War I as the first act and WWII as the
second with the characters living in the intermission Everyone
seems to be happy living in isolation This isolation is also
shown in Lucy s reading In England s prehistory, a land bridge
formerly joined England to the continent Just as Pointz Hall is
separated from London, England is now separated from
Europe England is safe and secure The characters seem
oblivious to the impending war There are, however, very few
dissenters Giles sees the whole pageant as a waste when the
country should be preparing for war Another guest watching
the historical play comments how the army is not mentioned its
role is vital to British history Interestingly, the word war is only
mentioned five times in the entire book, but the symbolism
grows throughout the book The writing is unmistakably Woolf
Her stream of conscious writing is at its peak The quote I used
as a header was a thought Isa had while watching the play and
very much reflects Woolf s writing What characters are thinking
is important than storylines The color of language also plays a
vital role in the writing and as they trundled they were talking
not shaping pellets of information or handing ideas from one to
another, but rolling words, like sweets on their tongues which
as they thinned to transparency, gave off pink, green, and
sweetness. He thought very little of anybody, simple or gentry
Leaning, silent, sardonic, against the door he was like a
withered willow, bent over a stream, all leaves shed, and his
eyes the whimsical flow of the waters.Woolf lets her poetic
talent flow through her prose Several times I stopped and re
read passages because the were just so well written and
contained flow and imagery that is simply sublime Woolf would
have given my grammar teachers fits of rage She uses
punctuation for her own purposes Periods, semicolons, and
commas do represent full stop, partial stop, and pauses, but do
not always play by the rules of sentence formation Like most of
Virginia Woolf s novels, Between the Acts is a difficult read for
the reasons I mentioned above, but like most of her work it is
very well worth reading. Maybe it s because this is technically
unfinished a forward from Leonard Woolf states that although
the draft was completed, Virginia Woolf died before she was
able to make final corrections and revisions, so it was sent to
the printers as is , but this one didn t strike me quite in the way

Woolf s other books have But that s not to suggest that it isn t
good remember, this is Virginia Woolf, so when I say that it
didn t strike me as much as her other ones, I only mean that
this book felt like a minor blow to the head, rather than feeling
like I was being remade from the inside out That being said,
this book is an almost perfect example of what makes Virginia
Woolf such a unique writer Like her famous Mrs Dalloway, the
action takes place over a short span of time two days and is
concerned primarily with the actions of one small family,
although the narration takes us into other characters heads
occasionally The main action of the story takes place during
the annual village pageant, a history of England We see the
pageant in detail Woolf even includes stage directions and, as
the title suggests, get to also witness the spectators during the
act breaks Reading this, I felt like there was something else
hiding under the surface of the text something I wasn t fully
able to grasp or understand There s an undercurrent of longing
and sadness and frustration running through all the characters,
and I felt like there was a whole other story happening just in
the margins and the line breaks I think I could read this book
ten times and still not find everything Woolf wants me to find
Halfway through writing this review I decided to change my
rating from three to four stars, because I started flipping
through the book to find passages to quote and kept
remembering what is so extraordinary about Virginia Woolf s
writing she had, I believe, an incredible capacity for empathy
Everyone in her stories gets treated, however briefly, like they
re the most important character in the story Every single
character in her books, from the educated landowner to the
flighty kitchen maid, has a deep inner life and complex
thoughts and emotions, and she makes us see this complexity
No one is ordinary in Virginia Woolf s books Plus, the writing is,
as always, killer It s not just the people something as simple as
a lily pond suddenly becomes full of deeper meaning and
significance when Woolf is describing it There had always been
lilies there, self sown from wind dropped seed, floating red and
white on the green plates of their leaves Water, for hundreds of
years, had silted down into the hollow, and lay there four or five
feet deep over a black cushion of mud Under the thick plate of
green water, glazed in their self centered world, fish swam
gold, splashed with white, streaked with black or silver Silently

they manoeuvred in their water world, poised in the blue patch
made by the sky, or shot silently to the edge where the grass,
trembling, made a fringe of nodding shadow On the water
pavement spiders printed their delicate feet A grain fell and
spiralled down a petal fell, filled and sank At that the fleet of
boat shaped bodies paused poised equipped mailed then with
a waver of undulation off they flashed.It was in that deep
centre, in that black heart, that the lady had drowned herself
Ten years since the pool had been dredged and a thigh bone
recovered Alas, it was a sheep s, not a lady s And sheep have
no ghosts, for sheep have no souls But the servants insisted,
they must have a ghost the ghost must be a lady s who had
drowned herself for love So none of them would walk by the lily
pool at night, only now when the sun shone and the gentry still
sat at table. Opera postrema della Woolf, questo libro ha
goduto di minor fama rispetto ai suoi pi noti capolavori in effetti
un opera un po strana, di cui la scrittrice non ebbe modo di
curare una revisione parlandone, le premeva metterne in luce
un asserita frivolezza io parlerei piuttosto di leggerezza, che in
realt anche apparente, perch il romanzo, sebbene rorido d
ironia sommessa e tipicamente inglese, suona tutt altro che
leggero e frivolo Tutto si svolge in poche ore nei pressi d una
vecchia dimora di campagna si mette in iscena, come ogni
anno, uno spettacolo teatrale organizzato dalla gente del posto
l argomento la storia britannica e sembra quasi che Virginia
Woolf, dipingendo i suoi personaggi e riferendo quello che
portano sul palcoscenico, intenda raffigurare e salutare un
intero mondo di certezze, modi e idee che avvertiva giunti
ormai al tramonto Io ho trovato affascinante il bellissimo giuoco
metaletterario che costruisce su queste vicende minute e
scarne senza dubbio il lettore anglofono, educato per molti
anni di scuola ai suoi classici, avr trovato decine di richiami ad
autori notissimi e meno celebri a me, che della poesia inglese
ho una conoscenza molto frammentaria e superficiale, a un
certo punto ad esempio sono venuti in mente un verso dall
Ode to a Nightingale di Keats e un incipit di Byron, che
descrive un abito a lutto cosparso di brillanti come un cielo
notturno stellato Molto presente anche Shakespeare, e non
solo a livello di citazioni l intera struttura dell opera ricorda
parecchio il Sogno d una notte di mezza estate, col
contrappunto fra la vita dei signori della villa e la recita un po

scalcinata e ingenua dei villici locali ma la Woolf si diverte a
giocare anche qui, perch , se la costruzione ricorda
Shakespeare, al contrario che nel suo teatro qui sono
rispettate rigorosamente le unit di tempo e di luogo ma sono
rispettate, per ironia, nel romanzo, e non nella sequenza di
quadri storici e allegorici che vengono materialmente portati sul
palcoscenico e a proposito di unit aristoteliche, a un certo
punto la scrittrice non manca di menzionare Racine, che
peraltro uno dei personaggi ritiene alquanto noioso Insomma,
mentre trasfonde nella pagina gli echi della sua sensibilit
esacerbata, l autrice amava ancora giocare e scherzare ed
proprio ci a rendere affascinante quest opera pur forse non del
tutto riuscita, e certamente non rifinita come la Woolf avrebbe
voluto.
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